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ABSTRACT Due to the massive adoption of mobile money in Sub-Saharan countries, the global transaction
value of mobile money exceeded $2 billion in 2021. Projections show transaction values will exceed
$3 billion by the end of 2022, and Sub-Saharan Africa contributes half of the daily transactions. SMS
(Short Message Service) phishing cost corporations and individuals millions of dollars annually. Spammers
use Smishing (SMS Phishing) messages to trick a mobile money user into sending electronic cash to an
unintended mobile wallet. Though Smishing is an incarnation of phishing, they differ in the information
available and attack strategy. As a result, detecting Smishing becomes difficult. Numerous models and
techniques to detect Smishing attacks have been introduced for high-resource languages, yet few target
low-resource languages such as Swahili. This study proposes a machine-learning based model to classify
Swahili Smishing text messages targeting mobile money users. Experimental results show a hybrid model of
Extratree classifier feature selection and Random Forest using TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency) vectorization yields the best model with an accuracy score of 99.86%. Results are measured
against a baseline Multinomial Naïve-Bayes model. In addition, comparison with a set of other classic
classifiers is also done. The model returns the lowest false positive and false negative of 2 and 4, respectively,
with a Log-Loss of 0.04. A Swahili dataset with 32259 messages is used for performance evaluation.

INDEX TERMS Natural language processing, mobile money, machine-learning, SMS, Sub-Saharan Africa,
social engineering, smishing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Swahili is a Bantu language native to the Swahili people.
Swahili is the most widespread language south of the Sahara
[1]. Swahili is one of the official languages of the African
Union (AU), Southern African Development Community
(SADC), and East African Community (EAC). It is spoken
by more than 16 African countries and is the lingua franca of
the Indian coastal region spanning from Somalia to Mozam-
bique and some parts of Zambia, Malawi, South Africa,
The Comoros, Botswana, and The Democratic Republic of
Congo. Swahili currently borrows 30–40% of its vocabulary
from non-Bantu languages, where most of the borrowings are
fromArabic and Persian [1]. Swahili continues to be the most
widely spoken Bantu dialect [2]. It is among the 10 most
spoken languages in the world, with more than 200 million
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native or second-language speakers [3]. Despite their popu-
larity, many of the 7000+, languages and language varieties
in use today around the world do not have adequate data to
warrant their processing on digital platforms [4]. Researchers
have focusedmore on 20 languages out of the 7000+, leaving
the vast majority of languages in limbo [5]. Hence, the terms
‘‘low-resourced’’ and ‘‘high-resourced’’ languages [6]. Low-
resource can mean less studied, scarce data sources, fewer
computational tools, fewer digital contents, taught locally,
or low density [5], [7]–[9]. However, many of these low-
resource languages, such as Swahili, Bengali, and Punjab, are
spoken by millions of people [10], [11].

Prior to 2006, governments in lower-middle income coun-
tries were perspiring over the problem of financial inclusion.
Apart from urban populations, which form a fraction of
the population, a large part of the population in most Sub-
Saharan countries has no access to formal financial services.
Hence, the need for a proper inclusive model to provide
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FIGURE 1. Overview of mobile money functionality a case of MPesa [12].

the unbanked with proper financial services. A telecommu-
nication company in Kenya proposed a solution that uses
a mobile number as a wallet to provide financial services
termed ‘‘MPesa’’ [12]. Economides& Jeziorski in [13] define
mobile money (MPesa) services as a wallet that is associated
with a mobile number and functions as a traditional bank
account. Hughes and Lonie [12] argue that the mobile money
ecosystem involves mainly three actors: a customer, an agent,
and a mobile network operator. Customers and agents can
perform the following actions: deposit, withdrawal, sending,
and receiving of cash. Mobile network operators ensure con-
nectivity between the other two actors. SMS allows users
in the ecosystem to communicate. An overview of mobile
money platform operations is presented in Fig. 1.

The global number of mobile money accounts increased
by 12.7 percent in the last year to 1.21 billion [14]. The
daily global transaction value has exceeded $2 billion and
is projected to surpass $3 billion by the end of 2022. Sub-
Saharan Africa contributes about half of the total daily trans-
action value. Mobile money platform evolution could be
attributed to the bureaucracy of owning a bank account,
a push by African governments towards a financial inclu-
sion agenda, and the collection and distribution of remit-
tances for social and humanitarian payments. Furthermore,
the value of mobile money merchant payments increased
by 43%, reaching $2.3 billion in monthly transactions in
2020. In addition, the value of mobile money transactions
between mobile money platforms and banks grew fourfold,
reaching $68 billion from $15 billion within a five-year
span from 2015 to 2020 [14]. The amount of finance mov-
ing around the platform makes it a fruitful area for cyber
attackers. According to a crystal market research report, the
cyber security market, which was valued at approximately
$58.13 billion in 2012, is projected to reach $173.57 billion
in 2022 [15].

Smishing (Short Message Service Phishing) is a kind of
phishing attack where an attacker sends a text message pre-
tending to be a trustworthy source with the aim of obtaining
confidential information from a user for financial gain [16].
Smishing, like other phishing attacks, utilizes social engi-
neering techniques to invade people’s privacy. According to
Christopher Hadnagy, social engineering is ‘‘the art, or bet-

ter yet, science, of skillfully maneuvering human beings to
take action in some aspect of their life’’ [17, p. 10]. Social
engineers exploit the weaknesses in human behavior for their
own gain. Psychological tricks are often employed by social
engineers to coerce the user into submission to things they
would not normally agree to [18]. Breda et al. [19], describe
social engineering into two forms: (i) hunting, in which the
social engineer’s interaction with the victims is limited and
communication ends immediately after achieving the goal;
and (ii) farming, in which the attacker intends to form a
relationship with the victim in order to gather information
for an extended period of time. Smishing uses hunting more
frequently, such that attackers broadcast SMS within the net-
work and wait for a user response with no contact maintained
afterwards. At present, SMS phishing is more prevalent and
the success rate of SMS phishing is much higher as compared
to email spam. In recent years, it has been observed that the
total count of spam messages has exceeded spam email [20].
Attackers favor SMS phishing because it is a trusted source
during the exchange of confidential information by mobile
subscribers [21], [22]. This argument is further cemented by
an article in Forbes magazine which emphasizes that a mobile
phone user needs approximately 90 seconds to respond to a
text message, compared to the 90 minutes needed to respond
to an email [23]. Furthermore, over 90% of SMS are read
within three minutes of receiving them, and 98% of mobile
users read their SMS by the end of the day [24].

Over the years, mobile company operators have employed
various ways to detect malicious text messages with little
success. For instance, a rule-based method by Jain and Gupta
[25] employs a set of rules against every SMS going through
an SMS gateway. Blacklist and whitelist techniques have also
been employed to no avail, because attackers keep on chang-
ing mobile numbers every now and then. Furthermore, black-
list and whitelist datasets are incapable of detecting zero-hour
attacks and quickly become overpopulated and obsolete [26].
User awareness programs on security good practice have not
produced the desired results and are unlikely to reduce this
vulnerability to zero [27]. The failure is mainly caused by the
overconfidence of users, a belief that those who fall for social
engineering attacks are idiots, and rapidly changing attack
vectors. As attested by Xin, Yang et al. [28], identifying
network attacks, especially those not seen before, is an issue
to be solved urgently. Therefore, administrative and techni-
cal solutions need to be developed and taken into account
when assessing attacks that target human vulnerability. Some
operators in Tanzania have restored the practice of limiting
the number of SMS packages offered to mobile subscribers.
In addition, mobile network operators have been limiting the
number of SMSmessages one can send within a minute. This
measure helps limit the damage that is caused by these attacks
to mobile money users. However, the measure robs legitimate
users of the luxury of using bulk SMS packages for humani-
tarian or social events. According to an interview conducted
by the researcher with mobile operators in Tanzania, there are
around 5 million malicious messages targeting mobile money
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users per day. Due to the ineffectiveness of rule-based and
signature-based methods in detecting zero-day attacks or a
slight variant of a known attack, machine-learning detection
methods are being used by researchers [29].

Inspired by advancements in machine-learning techniques
coupled with promising results obtained in message classifi-
cation. This study proposes a machine-learning based model
to classify Swahili Smishing text messages targeting mobile
money users. Machine-learning techniques are advantageous
to other techniques as they can detect both known malware
and obfuscated malware [29]. The contributions of this study,
organized and carried out under a real-world Swahili Smish-
ing dataset collected from mobile money users in Tanzania,
are summarized as follows:

• Introducing a hybrid machine-learning model to effec-
tively classify Swahili Smishing messages based on the
unique features these messages share.

• Evaluate the performance of the proposed model by
comparing it with other traditional models classifying
Smishing messages in other languages.

• We reviewed and categorized the typical existing
approaches for Smishing message detection.

• We have highlighted message signatures used by social
engineers during Smishing attacks aimed at mobile
money users.

• The study offers a new real, non-encoded Swahili
Smishing dataset for further studies.

The proposed model would save mobile money users from
financial losses they incur as a result of social engineering
attacks that keep on utilizing local dialects that are less
studied.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The second
section will discuss related works and the objectives of this
paper. The third section will elaborate on methods used to
conduct the research. The fourth section will deliberate on the
results of the study. The fifth section will discuss the results
of the study. Lastly, the sixth section will conclude the study
and give future recommendations.

II. RELATED WORKS
Recently, spam filtering has caught the interest of vari-
ous researchers around the globe due to the unprecedented
increase in spam message flow on networks. The proposed
work spans from detecting email spam, web spam, and spam
on social networks. A variety of studies have been con-
ducted to investigate email spam and web spam in a wide
spectrum [30]–[34]. Researchers have also discussed various
Smishing detection approaches [25], [35]–[38].

Over the years, Smishing detection has been dependent
on blacklisting, heuristics, and visual analytics methods. For
instance, Chen et al. [39] proposed a Smishing control system
based on trust management; the system aimed to control or
filter Smishing based on trust relations between the sender
and receiver of messages. A rule-based approach is proposed
in [25] to detect Smishing messages in a mobile environment.

They identified nine rules, the majority of which had char-
acteristics such as bogus links, mobile numbers, advertise-
ments, messages with self-answering questions, the intention
of fake news spreading, and lottery winning. A rule-based
classification algorithm was applied and yielded a 92% true
positive rate and a 99% true negative rate during evaluation.

Kipkebut et al [40] used a Naïve-Bayes algorithm to clas-
sify spam messages targeting mobile money users in Kenya.
The study collected spam messages written in English and
used the Weka toolkit to perform the experiments. After
experimentation, they managed to attain an accuracy of
96.1039%. People in Kenya use more than one language
to communicate, English being one of them. However, the
study did not consider messages that were written in other
languages, such as Swahili, which is spoken widely in Kenya.
Baek et al. [41] propose a detection mechanism for analyzing
real-time behavior via recording changes to system files. The
system intends to detect unknown malware that targets IoT
devices using a two-stage mechanism. However, loss of fea-
tures during feature vectorization and selection in stage 1, and
high data and hardware needs during training of deep learning
models, limits the detection performance of the proposed
2-Mad scheme.

Maseno et al. [36] proposed a vishing detection model
that breaks down the process of an attack into manageable
components and guidelines to aid user decision-making. This
rule-based model had five rules that worked on the basis of
emotion, script completeness, information requested level,
and phone number. The rules were applied to the technical
complexity, psychological factors, and information sensitiv-
ity of the attacks [36]. Bryan presented a framework for
detecting Smishing and vishing attacks related to mobile
money transactions. The framework proposeswhat customers
should do when faced with such an attack [37]. However,
Hazarika et al. [42]; Joo & Yoon [43]; Kang et al. [44];
Lee et al. [45] argue that Smishing techniques keep on devel-
oping where humans might be left in the dark with new
techniques that more often than not follow the same pattern.
Therefore, new countermeasures become a necessity. On the
other hand, advancements in text classification techniques
offer suitable and promising solutions that scale well to the
current cyber environment.

For instance, a study by Saeed [38] compares the classi-
fication performance of automatic machine-learning tools to
classify SMS messages. The study used three AutoML tools:
mljar-supervised, H2O, and tree-based pipeline optimization
(TPOT). They were trained with three feature subset sizes of
50, 100, and 200. Log-Loss, true positive, and true negative
were the metrics considered for comparison. Stacked ensem-
ble models built with H2O AutoML returned the best perfor-
mance with 100 and 200 feature subsets. The model achieved
a Log-Loss of (0.8370), a true positive of (1088/1116), and a
true negative of (281/287).

In their systematic study to spotlight spear phishing
attacks, Liu et al. [35] designed and implemented an NLP
detection algorithm to detect SMS spear phishing attacks.
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They collaborated with 360-mobile-safe, a major security
vendor in China, while creating the spear phishing dataset
of 31 million real-world spam messages. After preprocess-
ing, the data was vectorized by two vectorization tech-
niques: Word2Vec and TFIDF. The study considered 10,399
consistently labeled messages, and among the traditional
machine-learning classifiers tested, a combination of Logis-
tic Regression and Word2Vec yielded the best score, with
an average F1-Score of 93.41%. In their study, Baaqeel
& Zagrouba [46] propose a hybrid system using various
machine-learning techniques. The study experimented with
six different supervised classifiers combined with k-means
classifier. A combination of SVM and k-means performed
better, achieving a classification accuracy of 98.8% and
a precision of 99.2%. A detection of Smishing messages
using a feature-based approach is proposed by Jain & Gupta
[47], where ten features that distinguish Smishing messages
from legitimate messages are identified. Two features were
encoded as ‘‘0’’ for legitimate and ‘‘1’’ for Smishing. Two
features represent legitimate messages while the remaining
eight features represent Smishing messages. After experi-
mentation, the classifier was able to attain a true positive
rate of 94.2%, a true negative rate of 99.08%, and an overall
detection accuracy of 98.74%.

Arifin and Bijaksana [48] present a mixture of data min-
ing and machine-learning techniques to enhance classifica-
tion accuracy. Association rules are used to better select the
feature set while a Naïve-Bayes classifier is employed to
classify SMS text as ham or spam. The FP-Growth algo-
rithm is able to increase the score of opportunities and
have a positive influence on classification accuracy since
every frequent word is considered single, independent, mutu-
ally independent, and mutually exclusive. After evaluation,
the accuracy of the model was 98.506%, which shows an
improvement of 0.025% to the Naïve-Bayes classifier when
implemented alone. In addition, the S-Detector system devel-
oped by Joo et al. [49] distinguishes between Smishing text
and normal messages with the help of a morphological ana-
lyzer and Naïve-Bayes classifier. The S-Detector monitors
SMS activities and analyzes the content of SMS. It checks
the presence of URLs, phone numbers, or ambiguity in sen-
tences. The system succeeded in distinguishing text messages
into two classes. Sonowal & Kuppusamy [50] proposed a
Smishing detection based on a correlation algorithm to clas-
sify Smishing messages from normal messages. The model
preprocessed the dataset and identified 39 features. Features
were added to the model by sequential increment with the
help of a sequential forward feature selection algorithm. The
model started with 3 features and reached its best perfor-
mance with a total of 20 features, while the accuracy attained
started at 88.98% and ended with a 96.16% accuracy score.

Mishra & Soni [51] propose a Smishing detector which
uses SMS content analysis and a URL inspector to classify
Smishing from legitimate messages. While the SMS content
analyzer examines and inspects the content of the message,
the URL filter, source code analyzer, and APK download

detector are used to examine the behavior of the URL within
the message. Upon integration of all the modules, the model
was able to attain an accuracy of 96.26%. In their recent
study, Mishra and Soni [52] propose a prototype system
using a Backpropagation Algorithm and compare the results
with three traditional classifiers. The prototype had two
phases: a domain checking phase and an SMS classification
phase. The dataset consisting of 5858 messages was used
to test classifiers: Random Forest, Decision Tree, Naïve-
Bayes, and Backpropagation Algorithm. The Backpropaga-
tion Algorithm performed better than the rest, achieving an
accuracy of 97.93%.

However, most existing approaches proposed by other
authors, such as [48]–[50], [52] trained their classifiers on
the UCI dataset and Almeida et al. [53] dataset with English
content, and a few studies, such as Gomez Hidalgo et al.
[54], collected a mixed dataset. Furthermore, a study by
Kipkebut et al. [40] conducted in Kenya considered text mes-
sages written in English but leaving the local dialect. Smish-
ing messages are a type of spear phishing attack in which
the content is highly personalized [35]. This study strongly
argues that a detection system based on low-represented
languages is a necessity. Moreover, studies similar to ours
[36], [37] used a rule-based approach to detect Smishing
messages targeting mobile money users. Unlike prior studies,
this study proposes a hybrid machine-learning model that
utilizes Extratree classifier feature importance techniques to
create message signatures that enhance detection accuracy.

III. METHODS
The aim of our work is to investigate an appropriate
machine-learning algorithm to classify Smishing messages
targeting mobile money users. This study makes use of
machine-learning models since they are less data and hard-
ware hungry as compared to deep learning models [28].
Naturally, Smishing messages targeting mobile money users
use words in a well-orchestrated pattern and a mobile number
to receive electronic money from a victim. Fig. 2 presents
the overall architecture of the proposed approach. After data
collection, messages are preprocessed by removing unneces-
sary words such as Stopwords. Tokenization is then applied,
where a list of sentences is converted into a list of words. This
process is necessary since the vectorization of text happens
at the words level and character level. The study considers
word vectorization to minimize the dimension of the resultant
vector, where words are vectorized with the help of count and
TFIDF vectorizer. Feature selection and parameter turning
were applied during model training. This study trained the
model with two techniques; bag of words and n-gram.We use
2-5 n-grams to find the best performing model.

A. DATA COLLECTION
Data collection activity was conducted in Tanzania and a
series of experiments were performed. Mobile network oper-
ators were purposely selected based on their mobile money
market share. A purposive sampling technique is selected due
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TABLE 1. Review of recent Smishing detection models.

FIGURE 2. General architecture of the Smishing filtration model.

to its ability to match the aims and objectives of the research
[55]. Out of the available users of the mobile money platform,
university students were used as the selected cluster to col-
lect legitimate messages. According to Palinkas et al. [56],
a rather small and purposively selected sample may be
included in a study with the aim of amplifying the depth as
opposed to breadth of understanding. Therefore, this study
collected its dataset from mobile network operators and uni-
versity students. The dataset is available on Github with
special permission [57].

We managed to collect Smishing SMS from mobile net-
work operators on 25th January 2021. The total count of
Smishing SMS was eight hundred seventy-four thousand and
forty-four (874,044) out of which there were one hundred
and thirty-six (136) unique Smishing SMS. The next sam-
ple of Smishing SMS was collected on 31st January 2021,
where the total number of Smishing SMS sent on that day
was nine hundred thirty-seven thousand seven hundred and

sixteen (937,716) out of which one hundred and sixty-one
(161) unique Smishing SMS were extracted. Furthermore,
we extracted five unique Smishing messages from messages
sent by volunteers. Due to user privacy policies observed by
the mobile network operators in Tanzania, we were unable to
collect legitimate messages from mobile operators and there-
fore resorted to volunteers. Volunteers were asked to forward
their messages to numbers provided by the researcher. Uni-
versity students were preferred due to ease of communication
and understanding of the effects of Smishing messages and
the need for a reliable solution. All ethical procedures were
followed, and volunteers had a choice of which message to
forward. We collected legitimate messages in a span of five
months from February to June of 2021. With this aspect,
we would like to declare that our dataset may be biased on the
kind of legitimate messages we collected. In total, we man-
aged to collect thirty-one thousand nine hundred and sixty-
two (31,962) legitimate messages. This figure makes our
dataset highly imbalanced, with legitimate messages being
the majority class. Chawla et al. [58] argues, under sampling,
the majority class is proposed as a good means to increase the
sensitivity of a classifier to the minority class. Therefore, dur-
ing model training, we have considered eleven thousand and
sixty-one randomly picked samples of legitimate messages.

B. DATASET NORMALIZATION
In most cases, an imbalanced dataset signifies that there
are fewer examples of a minority class in the dataset for a
machine-learning algorithm to learn the decision boundary.
In this particular case, the dataset is highly imbalanced as
the number of unique legitimate messages is in the thousands
while we managed to collect three hundred and two unique
Smishing messages. One approach to balancing the dataset
would be to duplicate the minority class. This technique can
balance the dataset but does not add any additional infor-
mation to the dataset for the model to learn. A different
approach is to use a synthetic minority over-sampling tech-
nique (SMOTE). SMOTE tries to oversample the minority
class by creating synthetic examples rather than oversampling
with replacement. As Chawla et al. [58] argue, SMOTE cre-
ates synthetic examples in a less application-specific manner
by operating in feature space rather than data space. SMOTE
draws a line between sample examples in the dataset that
are close in feature space and, thereafter, tries to generate
new examples that will be close to the feature space cre-
ated. Chawla et al. [58] further propose that a combination
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TABLE 2. Literature summary.

of under-sampling the majority class and over-sampling the
minority class with the help of SMOTE works best for an
imbalanced dataset. Therefore, this study adopts SMOTE
with an under-sampling majority class while over-sampling
the minority class to achieve a balanced dataset for
training.

C. TEXT PREPROCESSING AND ENCODING
The dataset was manually and consistently encoded by
experts with spam and legitimate labels. Text preprocessing
and data cleaning were done with the help of Python library
functions. We converted all the contents of the dataset to
lowercase characters, and punctuation marks were removed.
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Because of the study context, numeric values were not
deleted. They can mean a figure as a lump sum to be trans-
ferred to another number, a way to prevent the rule-based
system from identifying the messages, or a mobile number
that an attacker uses to receive cash. A list of Stopwords
from the study by Masua & Masasi [59] was used to remove
Stopwords from the dataset. The dataset was tokenized to
produce a list of words considered as input-features.

D. FEATURE SELECTION AND VECTORIZATION
The target column was encoded into ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’, where
all legitimate messages were encoded with label ‘‘0’’ and all
Smishing messages were encoded with label ‘‘1’’. When con-
verting the text content of the dataset into vectors, we exper-
imented with two kinds of vectorization techniques. Count
and TFIDF vectorization techniques were considered for this
setup. The count vectorization technique uses the frequency
of words in the document and creates a sparse matrix to repre-
sent the occurrence of eachword in the document. The TFIDF
vectorizer creates a vector by giving weight to frequent words
in a document but rare words in the whole dataset. This
creates a feature space that is better than the count vectorizer
feature space. Created vectors contain individual weights of
each token for further processing.

Feature selection was done by checking the importance
of each feature in our dataset by using the feature impor-
tance property of the Extratree classifier. The feature space
of Smishing messages contains nine hundred and seventy-
one (971) features that can be considered while training the
model, whereas legitimate messages have twenty thousand,
four hundred and forty-four (20,444) features that could be
considered during training and evaluation of our model. The
combined dataset had twenty-one thousand four hundred and
eight (21,408) features. The experiments were done with
various iterations, selecting the first one hundred features.
The results of the model kept on improving with the addi-
tion of features until we reached seven hundred fifty (750)
features. The accuracy score did not improve to a significant
score thereafter. Hence, the selected models performed better
with the first seven hundred fifty (750) features that were
subsequently considered.

E. EVALUATION METRICS
The suggested algorithms employ a set of metrics to measure
their performance. The metrics gauge the performance in
terms of the percentage of correct examples detected and the
number of misclassifications the algorithm makes. The study
made the following assumptions:

N = {A set of all documents in our corpus}
NL = {A set of all document with legitimate content}
NS = {A set of all documents with Smishing content}
The following evaluation metrics were used to check the

performance of algorithms:
True Positive (TP): NS classified as NS by the algorithm.
True Negative (TN): NL classified as NL by the algorithm.
False Negative (FN): NL classified as NS by the algorithm.

TABLE 3. Confusion matrix.

False Positive (FP): NS classified as NL by the algorithm.
Accuracy is calculated as the proportion of true positive

plus true negative over the total number of classifications.
Intuitively, it’s a ratio of correctly classified messages to
the total number of messages in our corpus. It is a good
measure when the two classes to be classified are balanced.
The accuracy formula is as depicted below:

Accuracy = TP+ TN
/
TP+ TN + FN + TN (1)

F1-Scoremeasures the algorithm’s accuracy on the dataset.
It is suitable for binary classification, which is the problem
in the context of this study. It combines recall and precision;
hence, it is defined as the harmonic mean of the algorithm’s
precision and recall. Precision in this context means the ratio
of all correctly detected smishing messages against actually
detected smishing messages. Whereas, recall is the ratio of
all correctly detected legitimate messages to all legitimate
messages that should be detected. The formula to calculate
the F1-Score is given as:

F1− Score = 2× (precision ∗ recall
/
precision+ recall)

(2)

1) LOG-LOSS
This metric measures the quality of classification algorithms.
It sheds light on how far predicted probabilities diverge from
actual class labels. It is an absolute measure of algorithm
quality. The formula to calculate Log-Loss is given as:

Log− Loss = −1/n
n∑
i=1

[yi ln pi+ (1− yi)ln(1− pi)] (3)

where:
N: total number of messages in our corpus.
yi: actual values, legitimate messages with a value equal to

zero (0) and smishing messages with a value equal to one (1).
pi: number of prediction probability, it decides whether

the message is legitimate when its value is less than 0.5 or
smishing when the value is greater than 0.5.

ln: natural logarithm.

2) AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC)
The area under the curve of the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristics (ROC) is a chart that visualizes the tradeoff between
True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR).
True positive rate is the actual legitimate messages that are
identified as legitimate messages. Whereas, false positive
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TABLE 4. Comparison of the proposed model with existing models.

rate is the number of smishing messages misclassified as
legitimate messages against the total number of smishing
messages. It is used as a metric for performance evaluation
of a binary classifier, while plotting the ROC curve, values of
TPR are shown on the vertical axis and FPR are shown on the
horizontal axis of the curve. The higher the number of legit-
imate message rates and lower the number of misclassified
smishing message rates for each threshold, the better.

3) EXECUTION TIME
It is a metric that measures how long the system takes to
execute the algorithm to its completion. This metric depends
on the type of architecture that the algorithm is running on.
It helps measure the computation complexity of the algorithm
and if it converges within a reasonable time.

IV. RESULTS
A. COMPARISON
Table 4 illustrates a comparison of our proposed model
with various Smishing detection models. We looked at three
mobile money-specific Smishing detection models and one
generic Smishing detection model. The criteria for compar-
ison are based on the model’s security measures and imple-
mentation methodologies.

The comparison chart clearly shows that we employed an
innovative approach in our algorithm to recognize Swahili
Smishing messages that target mobile money customers.
Extratree feature selection and scoring of Swahili Smishing
text aid in the creation of a Smishing message signature and
increase the likelihood of detection. The use of rules and
heuristic classification methods is used in other models, but

the creation ofmessage patterns has been difficult to generate.
Since the messages that target mobile money users are very
different from other Smishing messages.

The proposed model has a high accuracy score compared
to general Smishing detection models. High accuracy is the
result of a proper Swahili dataset that we were able to collect
from various stakeholders. Furthermore, a comparison with
baseline models for text classification shows that baseline
models do not perform well with Swahili text. A lower
accuracy for the Swahili dataset can be attributed to the fact
that the formation of words and sentences in the Swahili
language is very different from other well studied languages
such as English, which has been extensively used by other
researchers.

B. MESSAGE LENGTH
Messages were inspected and it was found that legitimate
messages are usually short, with a mean value of forty-nine
(49) words per message, while Smishing messages have a
mean value of one hundred and twenty-six (126) words per
message, as depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

C. FREQUENT WORDS
The study examined the dataset for the most frequently
used words in legitimate messages as opposed to Smish-
ing messages. A word-cloud is printed to show frequently
used words, which are further considered features of our
model to differentiate Smishing from legitimate messages.
Fig. 5 shows the most prominent words used in Smish-
ing messages, such as pesa (translates to money), namba
(phone number), tiba asili (traditional medicine), and piga
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FIGURE 3. Length of legitimate messages.

FIGURE 4. Length of Smishing messages.

sim (phone call). Smishing messages seem to contain content
that requires a user to call or send cash to an unknown mobile
number. On the other hand, Fig. 6 displays the top words used
in legitimate messages. Legitimate messages contain words
such as watu (translates to people), mzee (an old person),
leo (today), nchi (a country), ndio/sawa (agreeing), mama
(mother). These are normal words that have nothing to do
with money or transactions. Some of the words that are more
frequent in messages appear darker and with a larger font on
the word-cloud than less frequent words. For example, ‘‘ndo’’
is the most frequently used legitimate word, while ‘‘namba’’
is at the top of the spam word list. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show
word-cloud for Smishing and legitimate messages, respec-
tively.

D. TOP FEATURES
Among all 21,408 features, we show the top twenty features
of our dataset in Fig. 7. As it can be seen from Figure 7,
the word piga (which translates to ‘‘call a number’’) has
the highest importance since, most of the time, attackers
would require a user to call a number that is present in the
Smishing message. It’s closely followed by the word litakuja
(preordination). This word is used mostly because it’s an
authentication check procedure while transferring cash. Such

FIGURE 5. Word-cloud of legitimate messages.

FIGURE 6. Word-cloud of Smishing messages.

FIGURE 7. Top 20 features from Smishing dataset.

words are used asmessage signatures by themodel to increase
the likelihood of Smishing messages detection.

E. MODEL PERFORMANCE
Table 6 shows the performance of various models that are
known to have performed well on binary classification tasks.
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TABLE 5. Model performance with count vectorizer taking 750 features.

FIGURE 8. Training time with features <= 100.

These models are applied to the feature matrix that is created
from the dataset by using the count vectorizer and TFIDF
vectorizer. Multinomial Naïve-Bayes model is considered as
our baseline model. Among the six chosen models, Random
Forest performed the best, with an accuracy of 94.86% on a
feature vector created by count vectorizer, while Multinomial
Naïve-Bayes performed poorly, with an accuracy of 90.25%.
The task of classifying Smishing messages is a sensitive one,
and the return of false positives and false negatives should
be taken into account. Apart from performing well, Random
Forest still returns false positives of 34/4424 and false nega-
tives of 175/4424 as depicted in Table 5, whereas the desired
return should be zero. The Log-Loss shows the classification
of categories by the model is not optimum. Multinomial
Naïve-Bayes attain a very high Log-Loss, which signifies that
the model is very far from actual prediction. Multinomial
Naïve-Bayes poor performance can be associated with the
fact that the count vectorizer disregards the grammar and
relative positions of words in feature space. This leads to
linear models not performing well with the count vectorizer.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the time taken to train the models
with a batch of feature sets ranging from 10 to 1000 fea-
ture sets when count vectorization was applied. Increasing
the number of features has different effects on models, and
each model behaves differently. For instance, Random Forest
training time increases with an increase of features, whilst
Logistic Regression training time either decreases or does not
show a significant difference with an increase of features.

Table 7 illustrates the performance of the same model
with the TFIDF vectorization technique. Random Forest per-
formed better than the rest of the models, with an accuracy
of 99.86%. The number of false positives and false nega-
tives were (2/4424) and (4/4424), respectively, as depicted

FIGURE 9. Training time with features > 150 <= 1000.

FIGURE 10. Training time with features <= 100.

in Table 8, which is a major improvement from the previous
experiment. Multinomial Naïve-Bayes still had the lowest
performance in accuracy terms, achieving 89.86%. Overall,
the performance of models with the TFIDF vectorizer is far
better than the performance with the count vectorizer. Log-
Loss for Random Forest is close to ideal Log-Loss of zero,
whilst Adaboost, Extratree classifier, and Logistic Regression
also have better Log-Loss results.

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the amount of time needed to
train these models when the TFIDF vectorization technique
is applied. Experiments show that Random Forest, Adaboost,
and Extratree classifiers increase the amount of time needed
to finish execution as the number of features increases. There-
fore, we should make a tradeoff between the accuracy of the
model and its complexity.

Model performance with an increase in features. All mod-
els had a positive increase in performance with an increasing
number of features from 10 to 100, as depicted in Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13. We observed that models did not have significant
improvement when the number of features exceeded 750 for
TFIDF vectorization vectors, whilst for vectors created by
count vectorizer, the maximum number of features where the
model improvedwas 500. Themodel accuracy score flattened
for three consecutive training thereafter; hence, training was
halted.

The ROC curve is presented for all models where the
optimal point is (0, 1), which represents no false positives
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TABLE 6. Model performance with count vectorizer taking 750 feature set.

TABLE 7. Model performance with TFIDF vectorizer.

FIGURE 11. Training time with features >150 <= 1000.

TABLE 8. Model performance with TFIDF-vectorizer.

(no legitimate messages that are classified as spam) and a
maximum of true positives (all spam messages are classified
as spam). The closer the model graph is to the upper left
corner of the plot, the better the performance. Fig. 14 presents
the false positive rate and true positive rate of the receiver
operating characteristics curve.

V. DISCUSSION
With the rapid growth of mobile money users in the East
African region, targeted Smishing messages have seen an

FIGURE 12. Model accuracy with count vectorization.

FIGURE 13. Model accuracy with TFIDF vectorization.

unprecedented surge on the network. The result is enormous
financial losses for mobile subscribers. This paper proposes
a machine-learning approach to detect Smishing messages
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FIGURE 14. Receiver operating characteristics comparing all models.

targeting mobile money users. The proposed model examines
messages and extracts prominent features that characterize
Smishing messages. The feature importance technique of the
Extratree classifier is used to select the first 750 features to
use during training.

The study conducts training in batches, where the first
batch uses 10 features after each iteration, while the second
batch of training adopts an increment scheme of 50 features
after each iteration. Lastly, an increment of 250 features
for the final batches is observed. The first experiment starts
with 10 features and keeps on adding features in batches
of 10 after every iteration until we reach 50 features. The
accuracy of the models improves with the increase in fea-
tures. For instance, the accuracy score of a Random Forest
model increases from 69.55% to 91.56, while training with
10 and 50 features, respectively, using the count vectoriza-
tion technique. Improvements in the models are vivid, with
the Multinomial Naïve-Bayes model benefiting the most,
boosting its accuracy from 70.18% to 83.25% with 50 and
250 features, respectively. Afterwards, we add a batch of
250 features for three iterations and evaluate the best accuracy
of 94.86% attained by Random Forest. The study repeats the
experiments with the TFIDF vectorization technique. Ran-
dom Forest, Adaboost, Extratree classifier, and KNN accu-
racy scores are impressive. For instance, Extratree classifier
training on the first 10 features attains an accuracy score
of 71.13%, which tops the 69.55% accuracy score from the
count vectorizer. Furthermore, RandomForest attains the best
accuracy score of 99.86% with 750 features. Termination of
experiments was handled after the accuracy score attained
with 1000 and 1250 features did not show any improvement
over the previous accuracy. For example, the accuracy score
attained by the Extratree classifier for these three batches
is 99.84%, 99.84%, and 99.81%. Therefore, adding more
features to the model does not improve the model’s accuracy
score by any significant value in three consecutive iterations.
The result of the experiments with the TFIDF vectorization
technique shows that RandomForest, with a 99.86% accuracy

score, is the best algorithm to classify Swahili Smishing
messages targeting mobile money users. Furthermore, the
algorithms show that they perform better with a feature set
of 750. However, the experiments show that all the models
didn’t perfectly distinguish between classes. This is due to the
availability of false positive and false negative classifications.

VI. CONCLUSION
Recently, mobile network operators have seen a steep rise in
Smishing attacks. These attacks can be general or targeted,
with governments in the East African region pushing for
financial inclusion through mobile money. Smishing attacks
targeting mobile money users are skyrocketing. Hence, this
paper focused on investigating an appropriate algorithm to
classify legitimate messages from Smishing messages tar-
geting mobile money users. We successfully investigated
various machine-learning algorithms to find what best fits
the context in question. The results from the experiments
show that Random Forest evaluates the best accuracy score
of 99.86%. Therefore, it can be concluded that a hybrid of the
Extratree classifier feature selection technique in conjunction
with Random Forest, taking 750 as the maximum number of
features vectorized by the TFIDF technique, returns the best
accuracy score.

In the future, we shall design a mobile application that
uses the identified algorithm. Furthermore, a deep learning
methodological approach will be explored. The approach
may further reduce the number of false positives and false
negatives, which could be very costly to users. They could
either incur financial loss or ignore an important message.
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